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A recent poll reflects that 53 percent of Democrats now view socialism favorably, while 47 

percent view capitalism favorably, almost an exact flip from a 2012 poll. 

This should be no surprise to those who pay attention to things political, given the relative 

success of Sen. Bernie Sanders in the primary campaign in the 2016 election, and the unexpected 

arrival on the scene of the unknown Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, who defeated a Democrat 

incumbent in a New York congressional primary. Both Sanders and Ocasio-Cortez are openly 

socialist. 

Democrats prominently display their dissatisfaction with America’s capitalist success, sometimes 

embarrassing themselves in the process. New York Governor Andrew Cuomo drew broad but 

deserved criticism when he stated, “We’re never going to make America great again. It was 

never that great.” 

“We have not reached greatness,” he said. “We will reach greatness when every American is 

fully engaged. We will reach greatness when discrimination and stereotyping against women, 51 

percent of our population, is gone, and every woman’s full potential is realized and unleashed, 

and every woman is making her full contribution.” 

Cuomo is confused on this issue, as he is on many others. Greatness to him is perfection, as he 

said, an impossible goal to achieve. Heaven knows he has missed that mark by miles. 

Next up is House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi. The 2017 tax cuts helped tens of millions of 

Americans, and as Cato’s Chris Edwards explains, those making between $40,000 and $50,000 a 

year saw a 46 percent reduction in taxes paid. The tax cuts also allowed companies to raise 

wages and give bonuses. 

Pelosi, however, calls these benefits “crumbs,” and pledged to take them away if Democrats 

regain control of the House. You see, millionaire Pelosi, one of its wealthiest members, knows 

better how to spend people’s money than they do. 

And then there is former CIA Director John Brennan, complaining that his free speech has been 

infringed because President Donald Trump rescinded his security clearance. 

This seems much ado about nothing: He no longer works for the government, and Trump does 

not value his input and will not ask him to consult on matters requiring a security clearance, so 

he does not need one. 

In case you are wondering, the president has the authority to remove a security clearance from 

any administration employee who has one. 



Furthermore, a security clearance has nothing to do with one’s right to free speech. In fact, 

having a security clearance may actually cause a sensible person, which Brennan plainly is not, 

to be more careful about what they say than someone without a clearance. 

Peter Schweizer, president of the Government Accountability Institute, let the cat out of the bag 

regarding security clearances held by former government employees, and this makes it clear why 

so many former and present government employees rushed to Brennan’s defense. 

“One of the reasons you’re going to see a lot of pushback and a lot of screaming on this issue of 

security clearances is that it goes to the heart of their ability to cash in,” Schweizer said on Fox 

News’ “Hannity” program. “If they don’t have a security clearance, they cannot cash in with 

[government] contractors in this way,” he said, referring to the revolving door between 

government workers who move to employment by government contractors. 

A former government employee with a security clearance can work with private sector 

contractors on classified government projects; a former employee without one cannot. Both 

Brennan’s feelings and pocketbook have been hurt. 

And Brennan’s shadowy and possibly criminal behavior while a government employee, and 

since, justifies taking away his clearance. 

The brilliant columnist Wesley Pruden puts the increasingly socialist mindset of Democrats into 

perspective: “The latest polls show that Democrats now prefer the socialism that wrecked the 

economies of Europe to the capitalism that built America. Capitalism is an imperfect economic 

system, too, as Winston Churchill famously said, but its lasting virtue is that it is better than all 

the others.” 

From the very beginning of the American idea, our Founders expressed concerns about how it all 

would end. Both our first and second presidents, George Washington and John Adams, had 

concerns. 

Washington used his farewell address to warn that partisan “factions” could tear the country 

apart. “Democracy never lasts long,” said Adams. “There never was a democracy yet, that did 

not commit suicide.” 

And James Madison, president number four, was afraid that liberty could be lost by “gradual and 

silent encroachments of those in power.” 

Everyone who thinks socialism is better than capitalism should be required to spend a month in 

Venezuela, once the crown jewel of South America, now a place with bare store shelves, a 

starving population, and the highest rate of inflation in the world at 27,364 percent on May 31. 

Here at home, the fascist Antifa protestors chant “NO borders NO wall NO USA AT ALL” at 

their demonstrations. 

Is all of this a signal of deliberate abdication of founding principles and ideals, or merely 

illustrate gross ignorance of them? 

If you really want to complete America’s suicide and turn it into Venezuela, vote for radical 

socialist Democrats. 

 


